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Abstract� In this paper� we present a scalable wavelet�based
video compression algorithm for very low bit�rate applica�
tions� First the frames within a group of frames �GOF� are
motion�compensated with respect to a reference frame using
a three�parameter motion model� Second� they are decom�
posed into hierarchically oriented subbands using a separa�
ble three�dimensional wavelet decomposition framework� A
new tri�zerotree �TRI�ZTR� data structure is then introduced
to encode the wavelet coe�cients in a very economical man�
ner via successive approximation� Our experimental results
showed that this algorithm not only produces perceptually good
quality reconstructed sequences at high compression� but also
generates a fully embedded compressed bit stream that sup�
ports both resolution and rate scalability�

I� Introduction

O
NEmajor drawback to the explosive growth of mul�
timedia technology is the problem of handling the

voluminous digital data produced by these applications�
For instance� a typical NTSC color video frame� with
��� pixels x ��� lines� � bits�pixel per color� and 	�
frames�second will require a transmission capacity of ���
Mbps� Without any compression� a compact disc 
CD�
with a storage capacity of about �� Mbytes can store
only approximately �� seconds of NTSC video� On the
other hand it can hold about one hour of a ����� com�
pressed video�

In response to the above situation� many compression al�
gorithms using di�erent transformation techniques� cod�
ing and quantization strategies� and motion estima�
tion�compensation approaches have been investigated�
More traditional transforms such as the discrete cosine
transform 
DCT�� together with the application of block�
based motion compensation 
MC�� were employed suc�
cessfully in MPEG�� and � for motion picture compres�
sion� However� their inherent blocking artifacts become
objectionable at higher compression ratios�

Over the past few years� the use of the wavelet transform
for compression has been gaining wide popularity� The
main advantages of wavelet�based methods lie in their
energy compaction property and multiresolution decom�
position capability� Nevertheless� 	�D subband coding
schemes still introduce distortions in the form of lost
high�frequency details and motion blurring� In this new
tri�zerotree 
TRI�ZTR� coding framework� we propose a

scalable� detail�preserving video codec that operates well
at both low and very low bit�rates�
Section II �rst looks into how interframe motions are ex�
ploited via a three�parameter motion model� Section III
introduces a new TRI�ZTR data structure that supports
both multirate and multiresolution scalabilities� Sec�
tion IV addresses that issue of video scalability� Sec�
tion V presents some simulation results� and Section VI
concludes this paper�

II� Motion Estimation and Compensation

Exploiting temporal redundancies is one of the biggest
issues in video compression� Here we are concerned with
how to improve the correlations among the frames within
a predetermined group of frames 
GOF� of F frames�
The most commonly used motion estimation technique
is the block�matching algorithm which is employed in
MPEG video coding� Others such as pel�recursive� opti�
cal �ow� and Bayesian methods have also been applied�
In our TRI�ZTR video coding scheme� we use a three�
parameter motion model 
see also �	�� to estimate the
motion vector �elds 
MVFs� of each frame fn with re�
spect to a reference frame f
� where n � �� �� ���� F ���

A� Three�Parameter Motion Model for Estimating
MVFs

As far as video coding is concerned� the overhead in�
curred in transmitting the MVFs needs to be minimized�
With this in mind� we attempt to estimate both global
and local motions simultaneously� First� an input frame
is divided into B blocks of size N x N each� We then es�
timate the vector a � �a�� a�� a��

T � associated with each
block as follows�

u � a�x� a�� 
��

v � a�y � a�� 
��

where 
x� y� and 
u� v� denote the corresponding co�
ordinates in the original and the projected 
motion�
estimated� frames� respectively� Parameter a� estimates
the zooming factor whereas a� and a� are the translates
along the x and y directions� respectively�
Unlike the two�parameter translational model� block�
matching approach in this case is impractical as the num�
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ber of search points becomes too large especially when
sub�pixel accuracy is needed� De�ning the Transformed
Pixel Di�erence 
TPD� as

TPD�x� y� a� � In�u
x� y� a�� v
x� y� a��� I
�x� y�� 
	�

which is the di�erence between the corresponding pixels�
intensities in frame n and the reference frame �� the best
we can do is to estimate the optimum a for each block
BN such that the distortion function� E�

EN 
a� �

PP
x�y�BN

TPD��x� y� a� 
��

is minimized� This creates a non�linear least squares op�
timization problem which can be solved iteratively using
the Gauss�Newton 
G�N� algorithm ��� as given by

a�k�� � a�k� � ��B
a�k������J
a�k���T �f
a�k���� 
�

where superscript k � �� �� �� ���� denotes the iteration
number� Vector �f
a�� is an N� x � column vector� given
by

�f
a�k��� �

�
����

TPD 
�� �� a�k��

TPD 
�� �� a�k��
���

TPD 
N � �� N � �� a�k��

�
���� � 
��

The matrix J is the Jacobian matrix which consists of the
�rst order derivatives of the TPD function with respect
to the motion parameters a�� a�� and a��

�J
a�k���T �

�
����

�TPD �
�
�a�k��
�a�

��� �TPD �N���N���a�k��
�a�

�TPD �
�
�a�k��
�a�

��� �TPD �N���N���a�k��
�a�

�TPD �
�
�a�k��
�a�

��� �TPD �N���N���a�k��
�a�

�
���� �


��
Finally� matrix B in 
� is evaluated as a linear approx�
imation of the 	 x 	 Hessian matrix� which consists of
the second order derivatives of the objective function�
E
a�k��� with respect to the three motion parameters�

B� Frame Projection and Its Invertibility

Another important aspect of this scheme is inverse mo�
tion projection at the decoder� The problem of using
simple bilinear �lters for sub�pixel interpolation is poor
reversibility� This means that we cannot fully recover
the original frame by using only the inverse motion pa�
rameters and the projected frame� Motion discontinuities
between blocks are also a main source of non�invertibility
��� In our scheme� we employed a cubic spline interpo�
lation �lter which is computationally more e�cient than
the sinc interpolation �lter used in ���� We begin the
iteration with a � ��� �� ��T �
Fig� � depicts the average prediction PSNR for the Foot�
ball sequence as a function of the number of Gauss�
Newton iterations and block size� As expected� better
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Fig� �� Prediction PSNR of Football sequence using a three�
parameter motion model for di�erent number of Gauss�Newton
iterations and block sizes�

prediction is achieved when using a smaller block size�
and a larger number of iterations� however� such improve�
ment is only marginal after a few iterations� Based on
these observations we choose k � 	 or �� and N � 	� or
��� depending on the motion content of the sequence�

III� Theory and Motivations for TRI�ZTR

Tri�Zerotree 
TRI�ZTR� is a new extension of Shapiro�s
Embedded Zerotrees of Wavelet coe�cients 
EZW�
generic data structure ��� for ��D still image subband
coding using wavelet transform� Several enhancement
techniques to EZW which further improve both the ob�
jective and subjective quality are also reported in ����
However in spite of the close similarity to EZW� TRI�
ZTR provides a three�dimensional data structure needed
for video coding� More importantly� it also supports mul�
tiresolution 
both spatial and temporal� scalability in ad�
dition to multirate scalability in EZW�

A� ��D Subband Framework for TRI�ZTR

First the incoming video frames are partitioned into dis�
tinct groups of frames 
GOF� of size F � For simplicity
we choose F � �T where T is the number of octave�band
temporal decomposition levels� After performing the mo�
tion estimation as described in Section II� the motion�
compensated GOF is transformed using a separable 	�D
wavelet decomposition framework 
see Fig� ���
We �rst perform a ��D temporal decomposition using
Daubechies ��tap �lter ���� For the case of GOF � ��
the simple ��tap Haar �lter is used� Next� a separable ��
D octave bandwidth decomposition is applied along the
rows and columns using biorthogonal spline wavelets ���
as we found that this bank of �lters gives comparatively
less ringing e�ect at lower bit�rates�

B� Subband Relationships and Formation of TRI�ZTR

An interesting characteristic of recursive subband decom�
position is the formation of multiscale spatial orientation
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Fig� �� Three�dimensional wavelet framework� with s � � and t

� � levels of decomposition� for our TRI�ZTR scalable video
compression system�

trees� Since the subbands are �ltered and decimated ver�
sions of the same original images� a parent�child relation�
ship can be de�ned� Let c
xs� tn� denote a coe�cient� x
� 
i� j�� at scale s of temporal subband tn 
denoted as
PARENT�� Then its children nodes 
denoted as CHILD�
can be represented by

CHILDfc
xs� tn�g �
�

t��tn�tF �

c
xs�� t�� 
��

Note that this 	�D subband relationship also extends
across the temporal scales 
refer to Fig� ���

Decomposing the motion�compensated GOF concen�
trates most of the signal energy into the LLL subband
shown in Fig� �� Such an energy compaction property
motivates the formation of TRI�ZTR which forms the
core compression data structure� The idea of a zerotree
��� is based on the hypothesis that if a wavelet coe��
cient at a coarse scale 
both spatial and temporal� is
smaller than a certain threshold� then all its children at
�ner scales are also likely to be insigni�cant with respect
to the same threshold� Therefore a TRI�ZTR root is
formed at a PARENT node if all its descendents are also
insigni�cant� In addition a TRI�ZTR root must not also
be a part of another previously formed TRI�ZTR at the
same threshold� This concept provides a compact rep�
resentation of predictably insigni�cant coe�cients across
both the spatial and temporal scales� Note that now only
one TRI�ZTR symbol at a PARENT node fc
xs� � t

��g is

su�cient to represent
P�

t�t�
P�

s�s�f�
s�s�g insigni�cant

descendant coe�cients 
for the example in Fig� ���

In order to be consistent with the idea of coding and
transmitting coe�cients with higher energy content �rst�
we employ a predetermined scanning sequence in which
coe�cients at coarser scales are processed earlier than
those in �ner scales� The temporal scales are also as�
signed a higher priority than the spatial scales� This is
based on the assumption of good interframe motion com�
pensation which improves the temporal correlations� In
other words we scan all the spatial scales of the lowest
temporal subband from the coarsest to the �nest scale

�rst before the higher temporal subbands are further pro�
cessed in a similar manner�

C� Progressive Video Coding via TRI�ZTR

In order to generate a scalable compressed bit stream�
layered�progressive coding of the coe�cients is employed�
This approach is rather similar in spirit to bit�plane cod�
ing in which the selected coe�cients� cn� are encoded in
stages � each stage adding another bit of precision to their
magnitudes� Within each stage i� a primary pass and a
secondary pass are performed alternately according to the
inherent scanning sequence as outlined above� The pro�
cess begins with an initial threshold� T
 � maxjcnj � ��
and its value is halved in every succeeding stage� such
that Ti� �

�
�Ti�

A primary pass consists of three main steps� The �rst
step is basically a thresholding process 
a dominant pass
in ���� in which the magnitude of each coe�cient is com�
pared with the current threshold� Ti� It is considered sig�
ni�cant if jcnj � Ti and insigni�cant otherwise� If cn is
signi�cant� its sign 
POS or NEG� is coded and its mag�
nitude is transfered to a signi�cant list which is initially
empty� Then its value is set to zero to allow the forma�
tion of future TRI�ZTR�s at lower thresholds� Else� cn
is checked as a potential candidate for a TRI�ZTR root�
Once a TRI�ZTR is identi�ed� all its descendents will
be skipped in this current ith pass as they are already
predictably insigni�cant with respect to Ti� However if
this fails� an isolated zero 
IZ� symbol is produced in�
stead� Note that this essentially creates a binary map
whereby each coe�cient is classi�ed as either signi�cant

POS or NEG� or insigni�cant 
TRI�ZTR or IZ� with re�
spect to Ti� These symbols are then entropy coded using
an adaptive model arithmetic coder ����
Nevertheless such a layered coding strategy only gen�
erates a bit�rate 
distortion� scalable compressed bit
stream� In order to achieve multiresolution scalability�
the bit stream needs to be further partitioned into dis�
tinct resolution blocks in the second step� This is car�
ried out by means of encoding appropriate resolution �ag

RFG� symbols at each required spatial and temporal
scales during the primary pass� More details about the
issue of video scalability will be explained in Section IV�
The third step rearranges all the signi�cant coe�cients
found in all the i �� previous primary passes� and the
current ith pass� Our principal aim here is to re�position
the entries in the signi�cant list according to their res�
olution blocks� without destroying the integrity of each
block� This is done to reduce the cost of encoding the
RFG symbols when we perform the secondary pass later�
At the end of each primary pass� each signi�cant coe��
cient is assigned a reconstruction value and is associated
with an uncertainty interval equal to jTij� For simplicity�
the center of the uncertainty interval ��� is chosen as the
reconstruction value since this requires no additional in�
formation to be transmitted to the decoder� The main
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purpose of a secondary pass is to further re�ne the un�
certainty interval� and hence the precisions� of all signif�
icant coe�cients found so far� It assigns either a binary
� or � depending on whether jcnj lies in the lower or
upper half of the uncertainty interval� respectively� In
this manner� their reconstruction values will successively
approach their actual values as i increases� Similar to
the primary pass� we will also encode appropriate RFG
�ags which de�ne each required resolution block� In gen�
eral these rounds of passes will continue until a certain
condition 
such as a bit�rate or distortion rate� is met�

D� Prioritization Protocol

Suppose the decoder receives a transform coe�cient of
value jcnj� then the mean square error will decrease by
jcnj

��M � where M is the image size� This concept mo�
tivates us to reorder the signi�cant list in a decreasing
order of magnitude for future secondary passes� However
the following reordering�prioritization protocol 
di�erent
from ���� has to be adhered to so that the decoder can
later duplicate the same process�

� Temporal scale � this assigns a higher priority to
the temporally �ltered subbands from the coarsest
to the �nest scales�

� Spatial scale � this orders the spatial scales from
the coarsest resolution block according to the scan�
ning sequence�

� Reconstruction magnitude � this sorts the coe��
cients within the same resolution block in a decreas�
ing order of reconstruction magnitude�

� Spatial position � this preserves the integrity of
each resolution block so as to synchronize with the
decoder�

The main di�erences here are that we have assigned a
higher priority to the temporal scales and sorting by re�
construction magnitudes while preserving the uniqueness
of each resolution block� Using this protocol� the decoder
can later perform the same reordering scheme without the
need to transmit any explicit overhead�

IV� Issues of Video Scalability

The term scalability refers to the �exibility of the com�
pressed bit stream to be manipulated in a manner that
makes it possible to meet di�erent decoder�s require�
ments after the bit stream has been generated ���� In
other words� the compressed bit stream is made up of dis�
tinct resolution blocks of fully embedded bits 
see Fig� 	�
such that appropriate subsets can then be extracted to
ful�l di�erent display speci�cations� A very useful ex�
ample is in video�on�demand where only one copy of a
full resolution and full frame rate video is stored in the
server� Di�erent end users can then view the same video
at their chosen spatial resolutions� bit�rates� and frame
rates� depending on the available bandwidths and other
constraints�

Sec. Pass1st Prim. Pass Prim. PassNth thNth

... ... ... ... ......

0 Compressed Bit Stream

(N+1) Prim. Pass

Fig� �� A typical compressed bit stream which is made up of
unique resolution blocks �marked by vertical solid lines	�

Let us now consider a simple example illustrating how
various subsets can be extracted to form new compressed
bit streams with di�erent display speci�cations� Suppose
that we encode an input video sequence at Tf frames per
second 
fps� using a GOF � F � S spatial scales� T �
log� F temporal scales� and an available bit budget of
Tb bits� This encoding con�guration allows the following
video scalability features�

� Bit�Rate �Distortion� Scalability � refers to
trading distortion for bit�rate at a particular dis�
play resolution and frame rate� In this scheme� one
can actually choose any precise bit�rate of tb � Tb
bits per second as the bit stream is fully multirate
scalable�

� Spatial Resolution Scalability � refers to the
display spatial resolution at any bit�frame rates�
This feature is endowed by the hierarchical subband
decomposition and the inherent scanning sequence
which encodes progressively from the coarsest to the
�nest scale� In this example� it allows a maximum
of S�� di�erent display spatial resolutions�

� Frame Rate Scalability � refers to the number
of frames to be displayed per second� In this case�
we can have a maximum of T�� di�erent possible
frame rates 
i�e�� 
����kTf fps� where k � �� ������T ��

By scanning the bit stream from the beginning� we can
now extract only the pertinent subsets and then gener�
ate a new compressed bit stream which can be further
rescaled� Note also that by judiciously embedding the
RFG symbols into the bit stream� we are able to mini�
mize the overhead tremendously in order to achieve mul�
tiresolution scalability 
compare this approach with ���
which uses high�overhead headers�� In general� a larger F
will give a lower level of distortion for the same bit�rate�
However� a larger GOF will also require more memory
bu�ers and incur more end�to�end delays�

V� Performance Evaluations

In this section� we present some simulation results of
our video codec� Fig� � illustrates the luminance frame
PSNR of the TRI�ZTR coding scheme on Miss America
sequence using di�erent GOF � �� �� � and � frames�
Using an input CIF format 
��� lines x ��� pixels� se�
quence with �� fps� we can aim for a very low and precise
constant bit�rate 
CBR� at � kbps� Note that a GOF �
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Fig� 
� Luminance frame PSNR of �Miss America� sequence using
our TRI�ZTR coding system at � kbps� for di�erent sizes of
GOF�

Fig� � Original frame ��� of Miss America sequence�

� means only intraframe coding� Fig�  shows an original
frame of Miss America sequence� while Fig� � depicts the
same frame after a compression ratio of �����

VI� Conclusions

We presented a scalable video compression codec for very
low bit�rate applications� It was found that interframe
motion can be exploited by means of a three�parameter
motion model using block sizes of 	� x 	�� The pro�
posed TRI�ZTR data structure also worked very well
with the three�dimensional hierarchical wavelet decom�
position framework� By using progressive coding to�
gether with resolution blocks� a fully embedded and scal�
able bit stream that supports both multirate and mul�
tiresolution video scalability can be generated� This al�
lows us to obtain many di�erent possible combinations of
precise bit�rates 
CBR� regardless of the chosen spatial

Fig� �� Reconstructed frame ��� of Miss America sequence with
a compression ���� times using a GOF � 
 frames�

resolutions and frame rates�
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